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WORD SCRAMBLE
Things Given to Others
1. SLOWFRE  __________
2. HSGU      _______
3. NYADC     ________
4. LYWEJRE   __________
5. SKSISE     __________
6. LSOALONB  __________

CROSSWORD
Valentine’s Day Celebrations

DOWN:
1. Many people give each other meaningful or romantic ___ for Valentine’s Day.
2. The son of Venus. His name comes from the Latin word for “desire”.
3. ___ shaped foods, such as pizza, pancakes, and boxes of chocolate, are popular on this holiday.

ACROSS:
2. A common celebration in schools is for students to exchange ___ with their classmates.
4. The holiday has become a day to celebrate ___ between couples, families, and friends.
5. Many couples will go out for a nice ___ on Valentine’s Day.